
Your Culinary Wingman® has arrived. Since 1996, Urban Accents has been helping  
home cooks succeed in the kitchen with a wide array of premium seasonings, sauces  

and starters. Perfect for flavoring everything from a Thanksgiving turkey to movie night 
popcorn, our small-batch products are here to spice up everyday life.

370000 | 6/case 
 $3.50 each

12 oz. 
371209 | 6/case 

$4.50 each

Gourmet Gobbler™ 
Brown Butter  

Turkey Brine & Rub Kit 
13.25 oz.  

371934 | 6/case 
$6.50 each

Gourmet Gobbler™  
Traditional Stuffing Mix 

10 oz.
371001 | 6/case

$6.00 each

0.75 oz. 
370229 | 6/case 

$2.50 each

12.75 oz.  
371901 | 6/case 

$6.50 each

Turkey  
Prep & Kits
Cooking juicy, tender 
poultry has never been 
easier thanks to our  
brine mix, spice rub and 

BPA-free, biodegradable  
brining bag.

coming soon

coming soon
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3702434.5 oz. 
370306 | 6/case 

$8.00 each

370246

370235 370237

3702381.25 oz. 
370228 | 6/case 

$2.75 each

370244 370245

370234 370236

Party Starters

Meal Starter Seasoning Blends

Mulling Spices
1.25–1.5 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

1–2 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each 

new new newWe created these 
innovative blends 
especially for busy 
weeknights! Packed 
with premium herbs 
and spices, they are 
specifically crafted for 
your customers’ favorite 
kitchen appliances  
to make quick and 
flavorful meals.
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Dryglaze Grilling & Roasting Blends
2 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

370212

370210

370205

370214

370232

370201

370230

370215

370203

370231

370213

370202

Veggie Roaster Seasoning Blends
1.25–1.75 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each 
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Taco Simmer Sauces
12 fl. oz. | 6/case | $3.75 each

370218370219 370217

Latin Inspired Seasoning Mixes
1 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

Food truck flavors at home? 
Yes, please! Our latin inspired 
seasonings help customers  
recreate their favorite grilled 
meats, tacos and burrito bowls 
with plenty of fiesta flair.

371207

371206

371205

371208

Let’s taco-bout these delicious sauces:  
featuring fusion flavors from all over  
the globe, they make wonderfully  
tender meat for pairing with soft  
tortillas and bright, crunchy slaws.  
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Delish Dip Mixes
0.8–1.3 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

370225

370240

370209

370216

370233

370208

370224

370241

370206

Standout Sides Seasoning Blends

Catch of the Day Seasoning Mixes

1–2 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

0.75–1 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

With our side-tacular 
seasonings, customers can  
whip up rich, indulgent dishes  
like creamy mashed potatoes, 
bacon-wrapped Brussels 
sprouts and cheese-smothered 
broccoli to pair with  
any main course.

Our delish dip mixes 
are the key to making 
appetizers with ease. 
Each can be prepared 
with sour cream, Greek 
yogurt or fresh avocado 
to create everything 
from classic tzatziki to 
bacony tomato guac.

Make a splash by stocking 
your shelves with these 
seafaring flavors. Great for 
merchandising alongside  
both fresh and frozen seafood, 
our mixes go swimmingly  
with shrimp, salmon,  
haddock and more!
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Spice Blends & Rubs

370417

370406

370404

370405

370402

370410 | $4.99 each

370438

370413

370401

370416

370415

370403

370226370242370227

0.8–3.1 oz. | 4/case | $3.81 each (unless otherwise noted)

Corn on the Cob Seasoning Blends
2.7–3.6 oz. | 12/case | $2.75 each

Shuck and awe with these 
zesty corn on the cob 

seasonings featuring 
ingredients like 
piquant peppers, 
Parmesan and lime.
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Burger Seasoning Mixes

370301

370304

370302

370303

370305

1 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each

Plant Based Meatless Mixes
3.4–4.4 oz. | 6/case | $3.00 each

Now Meatless Mondays can 
be an everyday affair thanks to 
these plant-powered products. 
Crafted with USA-sourced 
soy and other feel-good 
ingredients, our mixes are a 
simple and delicious flexitarian 
fix for any meal of the week. 

370220370222 370221

The perfect patty begins 
with the perfect seasoning 
blend. Tailored to work 
with beef, turkey and pork, 
our mixes create the best 
burgers ever enjoyed  
between two buns.
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Box Office Hits Popcorn Set
371928 | 6/case 

$10.00 each

Pop’N Wow™ Gift Set -  
Carnival Classics
371903 | 6/case 

$5.00 each

Pop’N Wow™ Gift Set -  
Fiery Favorites
371904 | 6/case 

$5.00 each

Sweet Shoppe Popcorn Set
371932 | 6/case 

$10.00 each

Popcorn Gifts

new
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Popcorn Kernels & Seasonings

370431

370426

370425

370427

370428

370424

371603 | $4.00 each371601 | $3.50 each371602 | $4.00 each

370430

370429

2.25–16 oz. | 6/case | $2.50 each (unless otherwise noted)

Nothing pairs 
better with a 

favorite flick or TV 
show than a bowl of freshly 
popped popcorn. Available 
in an assortment of flavors, 
these non-GMO kernels and 
low-calorie seasonings create 
delicious snacks that are great 
for film buffs, health nuts  
and everyone in between!    
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Pizza Sauces & Seasonings

Additional Gifts

12 oz. 
371201 | 6/case 

$3.50 each

12 oz. 
371202 | 6/case 

$3.50 each

1.2 oz. 
370439 | 6/case 

$2.75 each

Taste of Italy Seasoning 
 Tower Gift 

371931 | 6/case 
$10.00 each

Pizza Party Trio 
371929 | 6/case 

$13.00 each

BBQ Road Trip 
Tower Gift 

371905 | 6/case 
$10.00 each

1.7 oz. 
370440 | 6/case 

$2.75 each

new

new
new

new
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